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Abstract

This paper presents an evaluation of two commonly accepted Raman linewidth
models typically used to fit CARS model parameters to data; the Modified
Exponential Gap (MEG) and the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) models.
The adjustable parameters in each model have been fit to published exper-
imental linewidths, and comparisons are made to the various publications
that have already provided similar adjustable constants. The approaches
presented in the literature are discussed as are differences with the findings
presented here.

Keywords: CARS, Raman linewidth, MEG, ECS-EP

1. Introduction

Short-pulse coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) has been
proven as a temperature measurement at high pressures by several groups.
Work has been reported on moderate pressure experiments at room temper-
ature in the time domain, and up to 900 K in the frequency domain, using
femtosecond CARS (fs-CARS) and hybrid femtosecond/picosecond (fs/ps)
CARS [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Recently, we reported hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS
(fs/ps HR-CARS) measurements on N2 at pressures up to 70 atm and tem-
peratures up to 1000 K [6]. During that work, we found that the inferred HR-
CARS temperatures agreed better with thermocouple measurements when
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using the linewidths measured by Kliewer et al. [7], rather than the com-
monly used Modified Exponential Gap (MEG) linewidth model. When using
the MEG model it was possible to achieve very low residuals in the spectral
fits and yet the inferred temperature would disagree somewhat with the ther-
mocouple. Here, therefore, both the MEG model and the Energy Corrected
Sudden (ECS) model are explored further.

There are many examples of similar work in the literature, all of it aimed
at reliable and high-fidelity linewidth models for general use. In terms of
measurements most closely related to this work (see Figure 1), Rahn and co-
workers reported N2 Q-branch linewidths measured by inverse Raman [8, 9].
That work is relevant because they used it to develop and introduce the
MEG model. Short-pulse, S-branch rotational CARS linewidth data for N2,
extracted from time-domain measurements, have recently been supplied by
Miller et al. [1], Kliewer et al. [7], and Meißner et al. [10]. Those results
agree mostly with each other, except for some random variations in data that
are not explained or discussed. More recently Haller and Varghese [11] have
described spectral measurements of O- and S-branch rotational linewidths in
N2 using spontaneous Raman. Their data disagree with the data of Kliewer
et al. by roughly 15%. Although the difference is not large, it falls outside
the experimental uncertainties and the reasons for the differences are not
currently clear.

Sitz and Farrow [12] published pump-probe measurements of state-to-
state rate constants for N2-N2 collisions at 1 bar and room temperature, for
even J values from J = 0 to 14, and most of those data will be included
in this study (the linewidth results at initial J = 2 and 14 were extreme
outliers and so they are not included). Linewidths extracted from the Sitz
and Farrow data are also represented in Figure 1.

The pressures and temperatures reported in the publications that are
included in our evaluations are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Conditions reported in the work against which model results are compared.
Citation Pressure (bar) Temperature (K)

Kliewer et al. [7] 1 294, 395, 495, 661, 868, 1116, 1466
Miller et al. [1] 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 295
Meißner et al. [10] 1 295, 500, 870, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1650, 1750, 1900
Rahn and Palmer [8] 1 295, 500, 750, 1000, 1500
Sitz and Farrow [12] 1 298
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Figure 1: Experimental measurements of S-branch rotational Raman linewidths (Γ,
FWHM), in N2-N2 mixtures, as a function of rotational quantum number (J) at 1 atm
and 295 K by: o Kliewer et al. [7], 4 Miller et al. [1], B Haller and Varghese [11], x
Meißner et al. [10], � Rahn and Palmer [8] (taken from Q-branch measurements), and *
selected data from Sitz and Farrow [12] (summations of state-to-state rates). The error
bars are taken from the published uncertainties in each paper.

Since Rahn and co-workers [8, 9] introduced the MEG model in 1987,
it has been evaluated against data by numerous authors (see, to name just
a few, Lavorel et al. [13], Seeger et al. [14], Stauffer et al. [15], and the
work cited above). In contrast, the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) collision
model has many more variants and it is discussed in a large number of papers.
As an example, the ECS-P law [16] assumes a power law dependence, the
ECS-E law [17] assumes an exponential gap dependence, and ECS-EP [18,
19, 20] contains elements of both. Each of these versions has a number of
variants.

Experimentalists fitting CARS spectra to extract temperature tend to
use the linewidth approach that works best for them. In our prior work, for
example, the measurements of Kliewer et al. [7] were used because they were
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the most closely related to the work performed by Mecker et al. [6], and
by using them we were able to achieve better agreement with the thermo-
couple measurements. Others tend to use published models with published
fitting parameters. Some perform their own fits. Still others have developed
more complex libraries of models (sometimes selecting between MEG and
ECS, depending on conditions) and fitting parameters. The specific model
with specific fitting parameters that are known to work best at the experi-
mental conditions are chosen in software. When used in this way, the models
have become an informed interpolation between published experimental data
points.

Competing concepts for linewidth computation would include modern
machine learning techniques. They may provide good results at low com-
putational cost. In addition, the simpler power law expansion proposed by
Vispoel et al. [21] for microwave and infrared linewidths could potentially
be adapted for Raman. Here we focus on MEG and ECS models, however,
because they are the models used commonly in CARS codes.

2. Collisional line broadening and linewidth models

Because rotational Raman spectral lines are separated by as much as
∼ 8 cm−1 for nitrogen, it is generally accepted that line mixing can be ne-
glected [22]. Haller and Varghese [11] have confirmed this assertion with
measurements up to 70 atm. We therefore model isolated lines in what fol-
lows.

Isolated rotational Raman lines are broadened primarily via inelastic
collision-induced changes in rotational states [17] and to a lesser extent to
phase shifts arising from elastic reorientation of the molecular axis (aris-
ing from the anisotropic part of the Raman transition [23, 24]). There is
a very small contribution of vibrational dephasing so it is neglected here
[8]. Doppler broadening can contribute, especially at lower pressures and at
high temperatures. Because our work has emphasized high pressures and
moderate temperatures, Doppler broadening is not significant and it is also
neglected in this work.

The inelastic collision-induced linewidth Γj associated with a specific ro-
tational level j is typically written:

Γj =
∑
i 6=j

Γi,j =
∑
i 6=j

2 γi,j (1)
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where i represents the other available rotational states, and Γi,j represents a
relaxation matrix containing the rates of collisional transfer from state j into
other states. Here Γi,j represents the FWHM (full width at half-maximum)
linewidth, while γi,j represents the HWHM (half width at half-maximum)
linewidth (e.g. the state-to-state rates measured by Sitz and Farrow).

Some papers apply the summation in equation 1 over all J levels, without
multiplying γi,j by two. This approach can generate an error. For rotational
Raman transitions, the selection rule is ∆J = ±2. The sum in equation 1 is
thus made only over the participating J levels, not over all of them, and the
×2 multiplier is included.

It is not possible within the combustion context to measure each of the Γi,j
using a line-integrated measurement of Raman spectra; the various contribu-
tors cannot be isolated from each other. State-to-state rates can be measured
using techniques like double resonance spectroscopy (e.g. the pump-probe
work by Sitz and Farrow [12]), but that approach requires exacting mea-
surements (e.g. accurate timing of short pulses from multiple lasers) and it
has not been pursued recently. Accurate and detailed trajectory calculations
could be used, but they have also not been pursued. If one tried to develop
scaling laws for each element of the relaxation matrix, the number of fit-
ting parameters would make it intractable. It is therefore most common to
use fitting laws having a small number of parameters to represent the large
collection of these rates.

There are two general classes of fitting laws in use: 1) dynamic, angular
momentum scaling models, and 2) statistical models. The various versions
of the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) model represent the most common
dynamic scaling laws and the Modified Exponential Gap (MEG) model is
the most common statistical model. The MEG model is used most often
because it is simpler and computationally faster. ECS models, on the other
hand, include more of the underlying state-to-state physics and in principle
it should require less ad-hoc manipulation. Both are evaluated here, mostly
in the context of the measured linewidths by Kliewer et al. [7].

2.1. MEG Model

The MEG model assumes that the rates of collisional population transfer
are based on the energy gap (∆Eji) between the two states (j and i). Some
older models assume a simple power law in ∆Eji but the MEG model as-
sumes the dependence is exponential, similar to an Arrhenius-type equation
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in kinetic theory (note that γj,i represents a rate, with units of bandwidth in
cm−1):

γj,i = αP exp

(
−β∆Eji

kT

)
(2)

where α is an adjustable parameter (with typical units of cm−1atm−1), P
is pressure (usually in atm), β is a unit-less adjustable parameter, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. For various reasons this simple
model failed to predict trends in measured linewidths, so additional scaling
arguments based on physical reasoning were introduced (see Koszykowski et
al. [9] and Rahn and Palmer [8]). The most common MEG model, written
here for upward transitions (i < j), is:

γj,i = αP

(
T0

T

)n(1 + 1.5Ei

kTδ

1 + 1.5Ei

kT

)2

exp

(
−β∆Eji

kT

)
(3)

where T0 is a reference temperature (usually 295 K), n is a unit-less adjustable
parameter, Ei is the rotational energy of level i, and δ is another unit-less ad-
justable parameter. The temperature ratio taken to the n power in equation
3 does a better job of representing the rates at higher temperature, while the
more complex term containing rotational energy and δ helps match an ex-
perimentally observable change in the slope of the Γ vs. J curve at around J
= 6. Sometimes equation 3 includes another temperature dependent factor:

f(T ) =
1− e−m

1− e−m(T/T0)
(4)

in which m is another adjustable parameter (when equation 4 is used in
equation 3, the value of n is held fixed at 0.5). This expression was suggested
by Farrow et al. [25] and it was intended to deal with fits at even higher
temperatures. For downward transitions one uses detailed balance:

γi,j =
2Jj + 1

2Ji + 1
γj,i exp

(
−∆Eij

kT

)
(5)

where Ji is the rotational quantum number of level i. These equations are
used to fill out the relaxation matrix, with diagonal elements set equal to
zero in the absence of line mixing. The linewidths Γj are then found using
equation 1.
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Martinsson et al. [26] apply the random phase approximation (RPA) [24]
in an attempt to include the inelastic, anisotropic contributions to linewidth:

Γ = 0.5(ΓJ + ΓJ+2) (6)

Further evaluation is required to determine whether this term adequately
corrects for the anisotropic contribution.

In the work reported here, the MEG model was implemented in Matlab
and for the most part it was compared to the S-branch, time-domain fs/ps
HR-CARS data of Kliewer et al. [7], which cover seven temperatures between
294 and 1466 K, spanning from J = 2 up to a maximum of J = 42 at the
highest temperature, with low uncertainty (± 5%). For the relaxation matrix
developed here, the model contains rotational levels from J = 0 to J = 70 for
all temperatures. It is simply necessary to ensure that all populated levels
at the temperature of interest are accounted for, but going up to J = 70 has
little cost in computing time and it guarantees that all necessary levels are
included. A Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear least squares fit was performed
to the dataset of Kliewer et al. Fits were performed individually at each
temperature, to extract best-fit values for the adjustable parameters in the
MEG model. A first case utilized equations 1, 3, 5, and 6, while a second
case utilized equations 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. We found that using equation 4
generated better agreement across the range of temperatures, and so it was
included.

The best-fit values of β and δ did not vary much with temperature, and so
they were averaged. The value of m was then adjusted based upon temper-
ature variations in the fitted values of α (which is supposed to be constant).
Temperature variations are also represented in β and δ, however, and those
are not directly fit. The values of the three (m, α and β) were then system-
atically adjusted to minimize overall disagreement with the entire dataset.

2.2. ECS-EP Model

The infinite order sudden (IOS) theory describes angular momentum cou-
pling from one rotational state to another rotational state during a molecular
collision. The effect of interaction potentials between the collision partners
is neglected, and IOS assumes a diatomic molecule will not rotate during the
collision. Scaling laws are therefore applied to the IOS model, to correct for
such interactions and to accommodate finite collision durations [16]. The best
known examples are the many forms of the energy corrected sudden (ECS)
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model. The concept underlying ECS scaling laws is an assumption that the
entire relaxation matrix can be described by scaling most of the matrix us-
ing a known subset of it, usually one row (called the “base rate constants”).
The base rates are typically not measured, so models have been developed
to estimate them. The various versions of ECS differ based upon how the
base rates are introduced and how the collision description is adjusted (using
“adiabatic correction terms”).

Millot [18] and Knopp et al. [20] describe a fairly common form of ECS
which will be used here. For both upward and downward transitions (here
i denotes the rotational quantum number for the initial state and j denotes
the rotational quantum number for the final state, and i 6= j):

γj,i = (2j + 1)
ρJ>
ρi

∑
`

(2`+ 1)

(
i ` j
0 0 0

)2
Φ`(ωij)

2

Φ`(ω`0)2
Q` (7)

where J> denotes the larger of i or j, and ρ is the population density of
the state given by Boltzmann statistics. The ECS model guarantees detailed
balance by couching the population terms in this way. The term written as(
i ` j
0 0 0

)
is a Wigner 3-j symbol describing coupling between various rotational

levels. Here ` is a dummy representation for the rotational levels over which
the sum is carried. The lower row in the 3-j symbol contains the associated
magnetic quantum numbers. Here they are set to zero based on the trajectory
used in IOS [17]. The upper row in the 3-j symbol is sometimes written with
the rotational quantum numbers in a different order, but when the lower
row is all zeroes the terms with different ordering are equal [27]. The term
Φ`(ωij) is an adiabatic correction given by:

Φ`(ωij) =

(
1 + (ωJ> − ωJ>−∆)2 τ

2

24

)−1

(8)

where (ωJ>−ωJ>−∆) represents an energy gap (e.g. ω = E/~) to the nearest
transition where ∆ = 2 for homo- and ∆ = 1 for hetero-nuclear molecules.
Recall that J> is the larger of i or j, so equation 8 can also be used for
Φ`(ω`0). The collision time is expressed by:

τ =
lc
v̄

(9)

where lc is a representative interaction length (adjustable, with typical units
of m), and v̄ is the average molecular velocity (m/s) given by the Maxwellian
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distribution. Finally, Q` represents a model for the base rates for `→ 0 here:

Q`→0 = −α
(
T0

T

)n
[`(`+ 1)]−γ exp

(
−β E`

kT

)
(10)

where [`(` + 1)]−γ limits angular momentum transfer for small energy gaps
(the “power-gap law”, ECS-P), and the exponential term scales the rates of
transfer based on the energy gap (ECS-E). The combination of the two, as
represented in equation 10, is termed the ECS-EP law. ECS-EP has five
adjustable constants lc, α, n, γ and β. The term α is an adjustable parame-
ter (with typical units of cm−1atm−1) and so the equations are written for
atmospheric pressure. As with MEG, γj,i will scale with pressure.

Here the ECS-EP model (equations 7 to 10) was implemented in Matlab
and for the most part it was compared to the same S-branch, time domain
fs/ps HR-CARS data of Kliewer et al. [7], similar to the MEG section. As
before, the model contains rotational levels from J = 0 to J = 70 for all tem-
peratures. To implement equation 7, a Matlab script named ’Wigner3j’ was
validated against known results and then implemented in the ECS-EP script.
A Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares fit was performed to match
the dataset of Kliewer et al. Millot [18] points out, however, that “there are
correlations between the four parameters of the ECS-EP law” and he argues
that one must limit some of the parameters while fitting the others. We did
indeed encounter this issue, so only one adjustable constant was varied at a
time, while the others were held fixed. The values of the five constants were
then consecutively adjusted in a full model to minimize overall disagreement
with the entire dataset. Unfortunately, such an approach cannot be used to
ensure that the global optimum has been reached. There is a possibility that
our results represent a sub-optimum.

Other issues are associated with this model. We have found that differ-
ent algorithm structures can generate differences in linewidths on the order
of 10% to 20%. Here, therefore, we explain in detail how our code was
structured. In equation 7, early authors perform the summation over ` by
summing over |j − i| to j + i (with justifications), while others sum over all
levels included in the model (e.g. over 0→ 70 here). We have evaluated both
approaches, but we get better results using published ECS-EP constants if
we use 0 → 70. Moreover, equation 10 does not allow the use of ` = 0
because the term goes to infinity. For this implementation, the first entry in
the summation is missing the [`(`+1)]−γ term (e.g. the ECS-E model is used
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for that one entry), but it appears in subsequent entries of the summation.
In addition, the term (ωJ> −ωJ>−∆) in equation 8 also has a problem at low
J . For nitrogen the nearest transition is for ∆ = 2. When J is between 0
and 2, that difference term can’t be used (because we do not have access to
negative rotational quantum numbers). For this reason, we do not include
that term until J = 3. These issues mean that the calculation is different for
J (or `) = 0 up to J (or `) = 2. The slope of computed linewidths vs. J at
low J is somewhat different, therefore, from the slope after J = 2, but low
J terms must be included in order to fill the matrix. Finally, we apply the
RPA (equation 6) to our estimates.

3. Results

3.1. Fits to the MEG Model

Example values for adjustable constants reported in the literature, to-
gether with the fit values produced here, are provided in Table 2. Lavorel
et al. provide four cases but only two are shown here for reference. Note
that Koszykowski et al. and Lavorel et al. were fitting rotational linewidths
in Q-branch vibrational spectra, while Martinsson et al. and Stauffer et al.
were fitting S-branch purely rotational linewidths. Most of the sources also
include uncertainties, although at times their uncertainties are smaller than
the differences between publications. The authors in rows one through four
do not provide an explanation of how they estimated uncertainties. Our un-
certainties are based on standard deviations across the seven temperatures
used by Kliewer et al. [7], without accounting for changes made during sys-
tematic adjustment of m, α and β. Our reported uncertainties are therefore
approximate.

The last two columns of Table 2 contain a comparison between model
results and experiments when using the constants in each row. The numbers
under the column for ∆K represent average percent disagreement with the
entire dataset published by Kliewer et al. while the ∆F column contains
average disagreement with the state-to-state rates published by Sitz and
Farrow [12] (the data at J = 2 and J = 14 were not included). Note that for
the models of Koszykowski et al., Martinsson et al., and Lavorel I et al. we
used f(T ) = 1 and for the model of Stauffer et al. and Lavorel II we used
equation 4 with their suggested value for m.

Use of the new constants generated in this work (shown in the bottom row
of Table 2) generates an average disagreement with the data that falls under
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Table 2: MEG model constants
(∆K indicates average disagreement between the model and the entire linewidth dataset
from Kliewer et al. [7] while ∆F indicates average disagreement between the model and
the relaxation matrix elements of Sitz and Farrow [12])
Citation α β δ n m ∆K (%) ∆F (%)

Koszykowski [9] 0.023 1.67 1.26 1.346 0 7.8 3.3
± 0.003 ±0.15 ± 0.06 ± 0.006

Martinsson [26] 0.02645 1.890 1.174 1.365 0 5.7 5.3
± 0.00026 ±0.018 ± 0.029 ± 0.005

Lavorel I [13] 0.02648 1.894 1.175 1.366 0 5.5 5.3
± 0.00026 ±0.029 ± 0.017 ± 0.005

Lavorel III [13] 0.02646 1.850 1.199 0.5 0.1381 6.3 7.8
± 0.00021 ±0.024 ± 0.015 ± 0.0031

Stauffer [15] 0.023 1.67 1.21 0.5 0.1487 9.5 5.3

This work 0.0283 1.942 1.259 0.5 0.1360 3.3 4.5
± 0.002 ±0.03 ± 0.07 ± 0.0001

the experimental uncertainty of the data published by Kliewer et al. We
also find good agreement with the state-to-state rates published by Sitz and
Farrow (we fall within their uncertainties), validating the code itself. Figure
2 contains a plot of the data of Kliewer et al. against these new MEG results,
and one can see that the model works well. The greatest disagreement with
data is at 294 K. This low temperature disagreement is a known issue and
it is one of the reasons others use bespoke models for each set of conditions.

The level of disagreement between the various models and the data con-
tained in Table 2 is low. As Afzelius et al. [24] point out, however, there will
be roughly 10% disagreement at low J levels caused by the fact that the MEG
model assumes that broadening arises entirely from inelastic collisional popu-
lation transfers (appropriate for Q-branch transitions in vibrational CARS),
and the RPA is used in an attempt to modify it for use on purely rotational
transitions. In the process, re-orientations of molecular axes are not ade-
quately accounted for even though they contribute to rotational linewidths,
especially at low J . One can see this effect in Figure 2, especially at 294 K.

This new MEG model was also compared to the S-branch, time-domain
fs/ps HR-CARS data of Miller et al. [1], who published 295 K data over
six pressures (1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 bar). Comparison across all of the
pressures reported by Miller et al. generated an average disagreement with
their data of 5.0%. Afzelius et al. [24] mention that MEG model errors
increase with pressure. There was a slight trend upwards in disagreement
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Figure 2: MEG model fits to the data of Kliewer et al. at various temperatures, using the
constants in the bottom row of Table 2.

between the model and the data as pressure increased, but it was not strong
and the disagreements remained close to the published uncertainties of Miller
et al. Comparing this MEG model to the data of Meißner et al. [10] generates
an average difference of 6.7%. Random variations in the Meißner data are
high, sometimes falling outside of their uncertainty bars, and so one would
expect higher disagreement with a smooth, modeled curve. Comparisons
were also made to the Q-branch data of Rahn and Palmer [8] where this
model produced 6.1% disagreement.

3.2. Fits to the ECS-EP Model

Example values for adjustable constants reported by Millot [18], together
with the fit values produced here, are provided in Table 3. Only one published
set of constants is included because there are many variations of the ECS
model with somewhat different details, and we have chosen to investigate
only one formalism. Furthermore, because the low J levels in this model are
treated differently, we do not include them in the comparison to data and
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they were not used to set the final constants for this work, because they skew
the fits if they are included. For this reason the quoted disagreement is low,
but that happens because we are comparing a more limited set of data. Note
also that we do not show comparison to the individual relaxation matrix
elements of Sitz and Farrow [12] because the low J terms are not included in
evaluations (see discussion just below). Note that Millot [18] fitted rotational
linewidths in Q-branch vibrational spectra.

Table 3: ECS-EP model constants
(∆K indicates average disagreement between the model and the entire linewidth dataset
from Kliewer et al. [7])
Citation α (cm−1atm−1) β γ lc (m) n ∆K (%)

Millot [18] 0.0189 0.1309 0.7419 3.5×10−10 1.112 3.8
± 0.0006 ±0.0062 ± 0.0121 ± 0.037×10−10 ± 0.015

This work 0.0561 1.89 0.939 0.98× 10−10 1.117 2.3
± 0.0005 ±0.05 ± 0.009 ± 0.05×10−10 ± 0.005

Use of the new constants generated in this work (shown in the bottom row
of Table 3) generates an average disagreement with the more limited range of
data that falls under the experimental uncertainty of the data published by
Kliewer et al. We find that agreement with the state-to-state rates published
by Sitz and Farrow is not good (61% disagreement). The same is true for
the constants published by Millot (62% disagreement). This problem may
be caused by treatment of the low J levels, but they must be dealt with in
a special way no matter which algorithm is used. Alternatively, the point
made by Millot that the constants are coupled might lead to sub-optimum fits
that fail to reproduce the rates. Both sets of constants give good agreement
with the measured linewidths (over the more limited range) while disagreeing
with the measured state-to-state rates. Note also that there is a significant
discrepancy between our constants and those of Millot, likely due, again, to
the coupling of constants. Figure 3 contains a plot of the data of Kliewer et
al. against these new ECS-EP results, and one can see that the model works
well at high J levels but it fails at 294 K, and from 495 K to 1116 K the
model falls outside the data for J ≤ 5.

This new ECS model was also compared to the same S-branch, time-
domain fs/ps HR-CARS data of Miller et al. [1] covering six pressures (1,
2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 bar). Comparison across all of the pressures reported
by Miller et al. generated an average disagreement with their data of 7.4%.
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Figure 3: ECS-EP model fits to the data of Kliewer et al. at various temperatures, using
the constants in the bottom row of Table 3.

Comparing this ECS model to the data of Meißner et al. [10] generates an
average difference of 5.5%. Comparisons were also made to the Q-branch data
of Rahn and Palmer [8], where this model produced 6.7% disagreement. Note
again that the low J values have not been included here so the disagreement
values are lower than they would have been if the low J values had been
included.

4. Conclusions

More recent time-domain measurements of pure rotational S-branch linewidths
have been evaluated in this work using two more common models and good
agreement has been achieved. These results have been based on a nitro-
gen collisional environment. With respect to combustion measurements, the
assumption of simplified collisional partners for thermometry in fs/ps HR-
CARS, over a range of collisional partners and probe delays, has been applied
successfully by Bohlin et al. [28, 29] and by Retter et al. [30].
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ECS theories have been developed with the goal to provide a more pre-
dictive model for linewidths. While the goal is admirable, a number of adap-
tations with adjustable constants have been required, and one ends up fitting
the same number of constants as one fits for the MEG model. Unfortunately,
there is some cross-talk between constants in the ECS-EP model and so fits
are not as straightforward as one would like. There is also an issue of how to
deal with very low J equations, where correct treatment matters the most.
In addition, while good agreement with linewidths can be achieved, the ECS-
EP model implemented here did not reproduce measured state-to-state rates
very well. Finally, the ECS models run more slowly (almost 10 times more
slowly) than the MEG model. This happens in part because the Wigner
3-j values must be calculated repeatedly for every summation, and there are
many summations.

The MEG model generated in this work was straightforward to imple-
ment, provided good agreement with measurements (including state-to-state
rates), and it is relatively fast. Speed becomes important when, for exam-
ple, one is analyzing numerous measurements using fs/ps HR-CARS in a
line-format, to extract temperature vs. position and temperature gradients.

In answer to the question regarding low residuals in spectral fits, but with
poor temperature agreement; we are of the opinion that sufficiently many
parameters are fit when modelling fs/ps HR-CARS spectra that the code can
overcome small problems with linewidth models to produce low residuals, but
the inferred temperature can be less accurate. Our guidance would be to use
the MEG model with the constants provided herein when performing pure
rotational CARS in combustion experiments, especially fs/ps HR-CARS. We
make that suggestion based upon the fact that good temperature agreement
with the measured linewidths of Kliewer et al. [7] has been achieved [6].
These new MEG model constants reproduce the data of Kliewer et al. within
the experimental uncertainty in almost all cases, and so it provides a good
computational representation of the dataset. Larger deviations were observed
for the coldest data, and future research should be devoted to understanding
why the scaling models begin to deviate at low temperatures. Vibrational
Raman would likely require different fits, and for atmospheric pressure or
above one needs to invoke the G-equation formalism to include line mixing
in that case.

The ECS theories represent an attempt to use classical trajectory theory
to predict linewidths, based upon first principles (see e.g. the work of Bonamy
and co-workers [31, 32, 33, 23, 13]). Researchers who are deeply involved in
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that area can develop specialized adjustments that improve performance, but
for combustion diagnostics this is not a convenient option.

For the future, it is probably best to bifurcate. Those needing to use a
combustion diagnostic in the near term can do well using the MEG model. To
develop more predictive theories, modern computing offers an opportunity
to generate much more accurate trajectories, and potentially to use those
results to inform a model like ECS. Alternatively, experimental data or tra-
jectory calculations could be used with machine learning techniques, or to
find simpler power law expansions [21].
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